Massive Testing Is Important to Control a SARS-CoV-2 Outbreak †
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Abstract: At the end of September 2020, an outbreak of SARS-CoV-2 occurred at a university student’s residence. A rapid response, with massive testing, using both RT-PCR and antigen rapid testing, helped to control the spread of the virus, showing the importance of tracking the infection. Testing for antibodies one month after the outbreak showed that the permanence of students with no infection in the same building was not a preponderant factor to develop an immune response.
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1. Introduction

On March 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) communicated that due to its severity and alarming levels of spread, COVID-19 would be characterized as a pandemic [1]. With an increasing number of deaths, several countries have adopted the approach to massively screen the general population combined with contact tracing in an attempt to control the COVID-19 spread [2]. RT-PCR is the current standard for the diagnosis of acute COVID-19 for oral, nasal, or nasopharyngeal samples. However, rapid testing is emerging as the demand to screen large amounts of people in the shortest amount of time possible increases. Serology tests do not directly diagnose the presence of the virus, but the immune system molecules produced by the body as a response to the virus, such as IgM and IgG. These tests could play a major role in the fight against the current pandemic by accurately classifying the individuals who developed an immune response to SARS-CoV-2 [2]. Instituto Universitário Egas Moniz (IUEM) has on its grounds a university students’ residence that accommodates young people from various nationalities, where epidemiological surveillance is constant. This work describes how a SAR-CoV-2 outbreak in the residence was controlled and characterizes the antibody response in students who remained confined.

2. Materials and Methods

Antigen rapid test devices (Panbio™ COVID-19), using nasopharyngeal swabs, were used to achieve massive testing of students and staff. During the outbreak, RT-PCR assays (GeneFinder Covid-19 Plus RealAmp Kit) were used to test students who contacted COVID-19 positive cases. Antibody rapid test device kits (Panbio™ IgG/IgM), using fingerstick blood, were used to assess the presence of SARS-CoV-2 antibodies in the residence’s population. Informed consent of the participants was obtained.
3. Results and Discussion

In September 2020, all students staying at the residence (165) and employees (22) (cleaning and security staff) were tested with an Ag rapid test device. No SARS-CoV-2 infection was detected. Two weeks after, it was known that one external student who attend a party was infected with SARS-CoV-2. Following this information all students at the residence that attended the party were tested for the presence of SARS-CoV-2 by RT-PCR assay. Four students were detected as positive for the virus. Then, all the remaining residents and staff were tested with an Ag rapid test device. Another three students were detected as positive. No member of staff tested positive. Five days after, two students who tested negative presented some symptoms related to COVID-19. They were retested and were positive. All positive students (9) were allocated to bedrooms situated in a specific area of the residence apart from the rest. All the others stayed in quarantine. During the next 14 days, students who stayed at the residence were not allowed to leave. At the end of the quarantine, all students, except two (the ones that became positive later), tested negative for SARS-CoV-2.

One month later, all students present at the residence and staff (142) were tested for antibodies using a rapid test device. IgG was detected in one member of the staff and in 20 students, 7 of which were students that tested positive during the outbreak and two students who had tested positive back in June and July 2020. Of note, in one student that had been positive in June, IgG was not detected. From the 132 students and staff with no previous known infection (with two or more negative tests), 48 stayed at the residence during quarantine and 84 were at their homes, with IgG-positive rates of 8.3% and 9.4% for both groups, respectively.

The two previously detected cases (June and July) indicated that antibodies can remain active for approximately 5 months, as others have already stated [3], although further studies are needed. Taking this into account, the 12 people that presented IgG and never tested positive could have possibly been infected, albeit asymptomatic, between July and October (not having tested positive in September) and were able to develop immunological responses.

This was a unique situation of an outbreak that arose in a university residence, a contained environment, where it was possible to observe, report, monitor, and verify the evolution of SARS-CoV-2 infection, evidencing that massive and timely testing is important to contain an outbreak. For people who never tested positive and developed an antibody response, no association was found between the place where the quarantine was fulfilled and being IgG detectable, showing that students’ cohabitation in the same building was not a preponderant factor for developing an immunological response.
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